
Assessment: Assessment Unit Four Column
Spring/Summer 2016

El Camino: PLOs (NSC) - Life Science: Allied Health (Anatomy, Physiology,
Microbiology)

PLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

PLO Status: Active

Action: It is recommended that
answer “B” (lysis) to assessment
question #2 be changed to a term
that is less similar to the correct
answer (necrosis), to minimize
confusion among students.
(09/07/2016)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Action: It is recommended that
more emphasis be taught on the
difference between simple
diffusion and osmosis.  Perhaps a
worksheet could be developed to
help students to better
understand the concept of
osmosis. (09/07/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester of Current Assessment: 2015-16 (Spring 2016)
Standard Met: Standard Met
Enter text here.

In the results of the student assessment for question #1
about the definition of cytology, all five of the course
disciplines exceeded the expected level that 70% or more
students would answer the question correctly.  Anat. 30
Students had an 83.1% success rate; 91.3% of the Anat. 32
students answered the question correctly; AnPhys34A
students had an 88.4% success rate; 92.5% of the AnPhys
34B students answered correctly; Physio. 31 students had
an 87.4% success rate; 84.3% of the Micro. 33 students
answered the question correctly.  Only a small percentage
of students answered this question incorrectly.  The highest
percentage of students with incorrect answers were as
follows:  8.4% of Anat. 30 students, 10.1% of Anat. 34A
students, and 8.1% of Physio. 31 students answered with
letter “C” – Tissues.  They confused the term cytology with
histology.  10.8% of Micro. 33 students answered this
question with the letter “A” – “gross structures of the
body.”  Although Anatomy is a prerequisite for
Microbiology, this small percentage of Microbiology
students didn’t remember the terminology they learned
previously.  The mean percentage of correct answers for
question #1 for students in all courses in the Allied Health
Sciences Program was 87.8%, which indicates a clear

Exam/Test/Quiz - Multiple choice
quiz questions were incorporated
into exams or quizzes to assess
student comprehension of the
language of the Health Sciences.

The questions employed to assess
student understanding of the
language of Health Sciences were:
1) Cytology is best defined as a study
of:
A. gross structures of the body   B.
cells   C. tissues   D. organs   E.
cyclones
Correct Answer: B

2) Which of the following terms
describes cell death?

A. mitosis   B. lysis   C. necrosis   D.
atrophy   E. hypertrophy

Correct Answer: C

PLO Assessment Cycle: 2015-16
(Spring 2016), 2019-20 (Spring 2020)

PLO #1 Health Science Language -
Students will be able to use language
appropriate to the health sciences.
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PLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Standard and Rubric: It is expected
that 70% or more of the students
will answer the questions related to
the language of Health Sciences
correctly.
Related Documents:
CompilationOfLanguageSLODataSp2
016.xlsx

understanding of this term by a vast majority of students.

In the results of the student assessment for question #2
about the term that best describes cell death, the Anat. 30,
AnPhys 34A, and Physio. 31 students all met or exceeded
the expected range of 70% or more students who answered
the question correctly.  Anat. 30 students had a 73.5%
success rate; 72.5% of the AnPhys 34A students answered
correctly; Physio. 31 students had a 77.5% success rate.
However, students in the Anat. 32, AnPhys 34B, and Micro.
33 classes all scored below the 70% success mark.  46.3% of
Anat. 32 students answered the question incorrectly, with
45% of them answering with letter “B” – Lysis, rather than
the correct answer of Necrosis.  Similarly, only 37.7% of
AnPhys 34B students answered the question correctly,
while 49.1% of them also answered with the letter “B.”
Micro. 33 students fared slightly better, with 55.4% of them
answering the question correctly, but 26.5% answering with
the letter “B.”  The confusion between the terms “lysis” and
“necrosis” may lie in the fact that during “lysis” a cell
ruptures, which results in cellular death, whereas “necrosis”
refers more directly to cell death in a tissue or organ.  The
two terms may be too similar, so perhaps the “lysis” choice
should be replaced with another term that is not quite so
similar to “necrosis.”  9.6% of Anat. 30 students, 6.3% of
Anat. 32 students, 18.8% of AnPhys34A students, 11.3% of
AnPhys. 34B students, 15.5% of Physio. 31 students, and
18.1% of Micro. 33 students chose answer “D” – atrophy,
which refers to a decrease in cell size, or tissue wasting, and
clearly reflects a lack of understanding of the term necrosis.
The mean percentage of correct answers for question #2 for
students in all courses in the Allied Health Sciences Program
was 60.5%, which indicates that about 2/3 of the students
in the Program understood the term, whereas
approximately 1/3 of students did not have a clear
understanding.

In the results of the student assessment for question #3
about osmosis, students in all of the courses, with the
exception of AnPhys 34A, met or exceeded the expected

3). The net movement of water
molecules through a selectively
permeable membrane from an area
of
 higher water concentration to an
area of lower water concentration  is
called____________
A. endocytosis   B. osmosis   C.
simple diffusion   D. active transport
E. facilitated diffusion
Correct Answer: B
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PLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Margaret Steinberg and Jim
Noyes
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Thuy Bui, Jessica
Padilla, Mike Stupy, Simon Trench, Anne Valle
Courses Associated with PLO Assessment: Anatomy 30,
Anatomy 32, Physiology 31, Anatomy & Physiology 34A,
Anatomy & Physiology 34B, Microbiology 33
Related Documents:
CompilationOfLanguageSLODataSp2016.xlsx

70% or more students who answered the question
correctly.  75.9% of Anat. 30 students, 87.5% of Anat. 32
students, 75.5% of AnPhys 34B students, 74.8% of Physio.
31 students, and 84.3% of Micro. 33 students answered
correctly.  The AnPhys 34A students, however, were very
close to the 70% range, at 69.6% students answering the
question correctly.  The next most frequently selected
answer was letter “C” – simple diffusion, with 14.5% of
Anat. 30 students, 6.3% of Anat. 32 students, 20.3% of
AnPhys 34A students, 18.9% of AnPhys 34B students, 16.2%
of Physio. 31 students, and 10.8% of Micro. 33 students
selecting this incorrect answer.  Although osmosis is a type
of simple diffusion, osmosis is distinct in that it is the
diffusion of water molecules across a membrane.  The
students who selected letter “C” did not understand this
distinction.  The mean percentage of correct answers for
question #3 for students in all courses in the Allied Health
Sciences Program was 77.9%, which indicates a good
understanding of this term by a healthy majority of students
in the program.

 (09/07/2016)
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Assessment: Assessment Unit Four Column
Spring/Summer 2016

El Camino: PLOs (NSC) - Physics

PLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

PLO Status: Active
Standard and Rubric: It is expected
that 60% of the students will earn a
grade of 60% or higher on this SLO.

Faculty Assessment Leader: Susana Prieto
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: J. Coroneus,  E
Goldmann, P. Hacking, N. Kadomoto, N. Lev, Z. MurdocK, R

Action: A different lab will be used
in every course  the next time this
PLO is assessed (09/01/2020)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

Semester of Current Assessment: 2015-16 (Spring 2016)
Standard Met: Standard Met

The standard of 60% of the students earning a grade of 60%
or more was met for each section assessed.

The courses with the lowest lower scores were Physics 1A
and Physics 1B.
As a program, the Physics Program experiences, in the
calculus based courses, a large drop of students in the
Physics 1A class and to a lesser extent in Physics 1B.  It is
therefore not surprising that the average score for Physics
1A was lower than for other courses.  The average score for
Physics 1B was slightly better that for Physics1A.  The
Physics Program also experiences a large drop of students in
the Physics 2A course, but lab students did well on the SLO
for this course, possibly because instructors offer extensive
guidance during lab sessions.

The data shows that instructors are doing an adequate job
in guiding students in laboratory sessions.

For a more complete analysis see related document
(PLO#3_Spring2016) (08/17/2016)

Laboratory Project/Report -
Students made use of laboratory
equipment in order to complete
laboratory assignments. Students
presented the results of the
laboratory assignments in writing,
showing analysis as required by the
assignment. The work presented by
students was graded.

PLO Assessment Cycle: 2015-16
(Spring 2016), 2019-20 (Spring 2020)

PLO #3 Data Collection & Analysis -
Upon completion of their course of
study in the Physics Department,
students will be able to use
appropriate instruments in order to
collect data.  Students will be able to
interpret and analyze that data,
including error analysis.
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PLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Shirvanian, S. Stolovy, K. Srohmaier.
Courses Associated with PLO Assessment: Physics 1A-1B-
1C-1D, Physics 3A-3B, Physics 2A, 2B, Physics 12.
Related Documents:
PLO#3_Spring 2016.docx
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